
THE WATCH ME GAME 

If your dog is not engaged with you and not focused on you, they will be completely unable to 
absorb what it is you are trying to teach them.   You want your dog to be engaged with you 
and not focused on the environment or the food that is in your hand.  The purpose of this 
game is to teach our dogs that focusing on you will earn a reward and that focusing on food 
will not earn them the reward. 

Hopefully, you have already worked on teaching your dog that the marker word means a 
food reward is coming.  If not, take a few minutes to teach your dog that cue.  Now, we are 
going to put it to use.    

Step 1:  Take a treat in your hand and lower it to your dog’s nose and then raise it towards 
your eyes.   Your dog should follow the treat with his eyes and end up looking at your face 
since that is where the treat is.   Use your marker word, pause slightly and give the treat.  
Repeat this step several times.   

Step 2:  Show the dog the treat and move it behind your back.  Your dog will probably look 
towards where the treat went.  BE SILENT!  Your dog may stare for a few seconds in the 
direction he saw the treat go.   He may try to follow your hand around behind your back.   If 
he does, simple step on his leash so it is very short and he cannot get behind you.  At some 
point your dog is probably going to look at you as if to ask “where did it go?”  The instant he 
does this, use your marker word and bring the treat out and reward.   If possible change 
hands behind your back so the treat is now coming from your other hand, so the treat comes 
from somewhere else, not where he was staring.  Repeat until your dog glances in the 
direction where the treat disappeared but then looks at you to hear his marker word 
followed by the reappearance of the treat. 

Step 3:  On about Day 3, when your dog had figured out the game, start adding a little time 
between the eye contact and the marker word.  Pause momentarily when he looks at you 
before using your marker word, then start adding a little bit more time bit by bit.  Your goal is 
3 seconds.  Don’t go too fast on this.  3 seconds is a LONG time! 

Step 4:  When your dog will hold eye contact with you for 3 seconds, it is time to bring the 
food back in sight and see if your dog understands that it is focusing on you, not on the visible 
food that will result in getting the reward.  Step on your dog’s leash, so he can’t jump up.  
Place a piece of food in each hand.   Bring both hands to your dog’s nose and then raise your 
arms out to your side.  Your dog will see two treats on either side of you and may look at one 
treat or the other.  Wait.  STAY SILENT!  When your dog makes the eye contact, use your 
marker word instantly and reward from the opposite hand than he was looking at.  Your dog 
may glance back and forth from one hand to the other, so be ready to catch that second that 
his eye cross your eyes on his way to looking at the opposite hand.  Mark that split second, 
don’t worry about his concentrating on your face until he starts to understand this new game. 



Step 4:  Add a verbal cue to the exercise.   Up until now, I have asked you to remain silent 
except for your marker word when your dog makes the right choice.   Now we are going to 
give this skill a name.   Most people use “Watch Me” or “Look”.  You can use whatever you 
want.  Introduce the cue by showing your dog the treats and as you raise your arms out to 
your side, speak your cue word just before your dog makes the eye contact.  You may choose 
to use his name followed by the cue word or just the cue word itself.    

Step 5:  Go back to waiting a second or two before using your marker word.  Build your time 
up again until your dog will hold eye contact with you for 3 seconds before you mark and 
reward. 

Tips and Troubleshooting 

This exercise is hard for your dog to do in class the first night with all of the distractions going 
on around them.  You and your treats may simply not be as entertaining as trying to go visit 
another dog in class or smell the luscious odors in the grass.  Make sure you arrive enough 
ahead of time for your dog to have some sniffing time (not with the other dogs, but with the 
grounds).   Make sure he is hungry when he gets to class.  Make sure your treats are truly 
wonderful!   Keep  a good distance from the other dogs, so your dog is not so tempted by 
them.  Remember that most learning happens at home.   A great place to start a new exercise 
is in your bathroom.   There are no distractions there and as long as he’s hungry, you and 
your treats are the best thing going. 

Don’t worry if your dog throws other behaviors at you.  We don’t care if he is sitting, 
standing, or lying down as long as he makes that eye contact with you.  If he seems to forget 
the treats are even there or loses interest, reset.   Start over and try to make it easier.  You 
can kneel on the ground with the little guys, so they don’t have to look so far to see your 
face. 


